security services overview

Advanced data security solutions to protect your business
When it comes to securing your environment, today’s complex world of security threats, compliance mandates, disparate systems, and multiple solution
vendors poses challenges that can seem overwhelming. Datalink’s advanced security services provide assessment, implementation, and support that
maximize risk mitigation while minimizing disruption so your staff can continue to work efficiently.
Our team’s focus on your security encompasses every system and service you use, and our ongoing immersion in the latest security technology
and practices means you are continually receiving the best possible protection.
W H Y D ATA L I N K

T WO D E C A D E S O F DATA C E N T E R S U C C E S S

• Solution agnostic – We don’t limit

In order to properly secure your environment, a provider must fully understand it.

your options to one manufacturer

For more than 25 years, Datalink has been a leader in all aspects of data center operations –

or one suite of products. Instead,

from implementation and optimization to migration and support. Our experts not only

we craft the ideal solution for your

possess in-depth knowledge of data security practices, they also understand how your

environment using offerings ideally

data center operates and why a security solution must take productivity, efficiency, and

suited for it.

cost effectiveness into account.

• Track record of success – We have
extensive experience in securing and
optimizing data centers in complex
enterprise settings.
• An extension of your staff – When
you leverage our security expertise,

P I C K I N G T H E B E S T P AT H

In working with you to select the best security solutions for your needs, we also consider
how you can take better advantage of your existing technology to extend the value
of that investment. In many cases, we can fine-tune systems you are already using and
incorporate them into your overarching strategy.

your internal IT team is free to address
other key business initiatives.

SECURITY SERVICES PORTFOLIO

• Comprehensive service – We handle
all aspects of securing your business:
architecting solutions, selecting
and implementing technology, and
supporting the products, processes,
and people involved.

PLAN
• Security architecture Design
and review
• Security lifecycle assessment
• Security strategy development
• Penetration testing
• Vulnerability assessment
• Compliance review

BUILD
• Security device implementation
• Security information and event
management (SIEM)
• Log management
• Security incident management
• Vulnerability management
• Security operations
implementation and runbooks
• Custom security dashboards
and consoles
• Integration of disparate
security products
• Security analyst residency

RUN
•
•
•
•

Security device monitoring
Security device management
Vulnerability management
Managed security operations
center (SOC)

SECURITY TECHNOLOGY EXAMPLE

Custom security
dashboards and consoles

Security operations
lifecycle

SIEM and log analytics

Next generation firewall
and threat management

Endpoint security /
authentication /
vulnerability management

H I G H LY S E C U R E A N D H I G H LY P R O D U C T I V E

Choosing the best path for your security transformation also
involves aligning data protection with your business needs.
Not only do we assess your situation from a technical
perspective, we also bring the deep business expertise of our
professional services team to bear on your challenges to ensure
that the solutions we implement allow for maximum productivity.
The key benefits of this approach include:

Making IT happen
Datalink helps Fortune 500 and mid-tier enterprises
transform their data centers to meet tomorrow’s IT
challenges today. From recommending ways to bridge the
gap between IT and user expectations, to implementing
advanced technologies like ITaaS and cloud, to providing

• Aligning security initiatives with business initiatives

robust managed services and technical support, we make

• Adherence to compliance and regulatory requirements

IT relevant – standardizing, optimizing, and managing

• Maturing of your organization’s security operations program

how business gets done.

• Providing security expertise for multifaceted projects
• Security monitoring and testing
• Secure solutions around:
- Data center transformation
- Cloud infrastructure
- Migrations
- Managed services
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